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Maryam (Mary) (A.S) is Hazrat Isa's (A.S)

(Christ's) mother's name. This surat has been

named at the Holy Christ 's great mother,

therefore, Christianity has been vividly argued

upon by Islam in this surat.

Important PointsImportant PointsImportant PointsImportant Points
Hazra Zikriya's (A.S) Humble Request

In first chapter of this Surat Allah granted the

acceptance of Hazrat Zikriya's (A.S) humble

request and announced him the happy news of

the birth of a child. When his hair turned grey

due to old age and his wife became unfertile. 

The Story of Christ's Birth

In second chapter of this Surat, the incident

of Christ's birth without a father is narrated to

expose the reality that we people are bound to

follow the rule of cause and effect but not Allah

Almighty who is the Creator of cause and effect.

Christ's personality was the most controversial.

There were certain admirers devoid of reality,

they believed him God or God's son, whereas his

enemies were so mean and malicious who neither

accept him as a prophet nor even as a gentle man

at any cost. In this noise of discrimination the

reality was totally disappeared. It was only the

duty of the Quran to expose the reality of the

Holy Christ so that the purity of his mother has

been narrated splendidly, and also revealed to the

people that the Holy Christ was neither a God

nor God's son. He was just Allah Almighty's

worshiper and the respected prophet (A.S).

The Way of Hazrat Ibrahim's (A.S) Preaching

In third chapter of this Surat, the way of

Hazrat Ibrahim's (A.S) preaching has been

discussed, beautifully. He knew the sensitivity of

preaching and was really careful of his father's

respect. The response of harshness, strict

dialogues, threats, disobeying was in well-wishing,

sincerity and regard. The preacher of Islam can't

succeed in his mission until he follows Hazrat

Abraham's (A.S) ways of living and preaching.

The Particular Miracles of Various Prophets

In fourth chapter of this Surat , some

particular miracles of various prophets have been

narrated. After that their offsprings have been

discussed, who turned their way from (truth)

virtue under the deception of fake pride of being

the off-spring of pious people. They even kept

themselves not behind others in committing sons

and disobeying Allah Almighty and dashed this

blessing of splendid-ness to the ground.

ÊøŠøçûÍømø×ûÏøçûáøÆøn&^!E]ÖÏ†�áD
Translation

"So they will meet very bad end in near

future."

Therefore, they had been violently criticized

by this heart-rendering words and made awaken

from dreadful dream. They are also consoled that

doors of blessings will be opened for them if they

whole-heartedly stop committing sins.

Misunderstandings of atheists (non-believers of

t h e  d a y  o f  j u d g m e n t )  h a v e  b e e n

compensated

In fifth chapter of this Surat the misunder-

standings have been compensated and their

intention is turned towards the goodness and

preached them passionately to follow this goodness.

The Stupidity of Astrayed People

In last chapter of the Surat, the stupidity of

the astrayed people is exposed, who make fictions

of Allah's sons and daughters. 

This Surat includes six chapters and ninety

eight verses. It is Makki Surat (revealed in

Makka).
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Îø³^ÙøVÎônû³ØøÖô†ø‰öçûÙô]Ö×#äôVZZ]øp%]Öß$Šø«ðöìønû†º[ ” Âø³àû]øeôoûâö†ømû†øéø
Îø³^ÙøV]øÖ$jô³oûiøŠö³†%åö]ôƒø]Þø¿ø†øæøiö_ônûÃöäö]ôƒø]]øÚø†øæøŸøiöíø^ÖôËöäöÊôoûÞøËûŠôãø^

EÒj^h]ÖßÓ^|Êo‰ßà]ÖßŠ^ñoD æøÚø^Öøãø^eôÛø^møÓû†øåö!XX
Abu Hurairah ” reported that once the

Prophet ] was asked: "Which is the best
woman?" He ] replied: "The one who pleases
him when he looks at her, who obeys him when
he gives her a command and guards her person
and his property if he is absent." (Sunan an-Nasai)

Keywords in Hadith

]øp%]Öß$Šø«ðö Which of the woman
ìønû†º Better, best 
iøŠö†%åö She pleases him 
iö_ônûÃöäö She obeys him
eôÛø^møÓû†øåö Which he dislikes

Explanation

In this tradition we are told that a good wife
has three main attributes. Firstly, she is a source
of pleasure and comfort to her husband and
always meets him with a cheerful face. Secondly,
she is very obedient and carries out his
commands. Thirdly, she is honest and responsible
and protects her person and his property in his
absence. This is a comprehensive description of a
good wife. That man is most fortunate who has
such a type of wife. In the family unit the wife
plays a pivotal role. A good wife possessing these
qualities can run a beautiful home. She keeps the
husband happy and raises her children nicely.

A good relationship and understanding
between husband and wife have great impact
upon the upbringing of children. A home where
the partners of life have not developed an
understanding and have no respect and love for
each other, turns into a hell. Consequently the
children suffer.

In domestic affairs the wife plays the major
role. If she possesses the qualities mentioned in
the hadith she can make a positive contribution.

VZZmøŠôù†öæû]æøŸø ] Âø³àûÂø³^ñô�øèø…ø•ô³oø]Ö³×#³³äöÂø³ßûãø³^Îø^Ùø]Ö†$‰öçûÙö
iö³ÃøŠôù³†öæû](æøeø�ôù†öæû]æøŸøiøßøËôù†öæû](æø‰ø‚ôù�öæû]æøÎø^…ôeöçû](æø]øuøg%]ÖûÃøÛøØô

E‘vnxÚŠ×ÜD ]ôÖøo]Ö×#äô]ø�ûæøÚöäö!XX
Ayesha reported that the Messenger ] of

Allah .; said: "Make things easy for the people,
do not create difficulties, make them happy and
don't spoil their pleasure, fulfill their needs and
bring them closer. The acts most pleasing to God
are those which are done steadfastly." (Sahih of
Muslim)
Keywords in Hadith

møŠôù†öæû] Make (things) easy 
ŸøiöÃøŠôù†öæû] Don't make (things) difficult 
eø�ôù†öæû] Give good tidings

ŸøiøßøËôù†öæû] Don't keep (them) away, don't make
them turn away 

‰ø‚ôù�öæû] Turn away, fulfill their needs
Explanation

In this tradit ion Rasulul lah ] advises
believers to make things easy for the people. Do
not create difficulties for them that they may not
follow or practice din i.e. the religion. A da'ei or
the preacher should instil love and hope in them.
Give them good tidings and encourage them to
come closer instead of keeping them away. They
should not infuse and inject in them the hatred
and aversion. Rather they should help them and
fulfill their needs and bring them closer. At the
end, he said that the acts most pleasing to Allah
. are those that are done steadfastly.

Islam is a balanced way of life and does not
put too much burden on its believers. They are
not supposed to perform acts that are out of their
reach and bounds. Religion of Islam does not
demand too much of them.
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]ôÎûjø‚öæû]eô^Ö×$„ômûàøÚôàûeøÃû‚ôpû]øeôoûeøÓû†ôæøÂöÛø†øæø]âûjø‚öæû]eôãø‚ôpôùÂøÛ$^…ô
EÚŠß‚]uÛ‚D æøÖ$ÛøŠ$Óöçû]eôÃøãû‚ô]eûàô]öÝùÂøfû‚õ!

Translation

Follow Abu Bakar (R.A) and Uamr (R.A)
after me and seek guidance from Ammar bin
Yasir's (R.A) advice and be stick to the promise
of Ume-Abd Abdullah bin Masood (R.A).
Reference of Hadith

We were narrated by Abu-ul Makarm Sheikh
Mansoor Rabani in Wasta. He says that we were
informed by Abu-Abdullah Malik bin Ahmed
while reading. He says that he was informed by
Abu-ul-Hasan Ahmed bin Musa bin Salat, and he
says, he was informed by Abu Ishaq Ibrahim bin
Abdus Samad Hashim (R.A). He says that he was
told by Ubaid bin Asbat (R.A) and he narrates
from Abu Jaffar, he from Abdul-Malik bin
Umaid, he from Rabi, and he from Hazrat
Hazaifa (R.A).
The Order for the Obedience of Aal-o-Ashab

(R.A) (Prophet's (P.B.U.H) offspring and

companions)

H a z r a t  P r o p h e t  ( P . B . U . H )  h a s
comprehensively ordered to follow the Sheikheen
(companions) and to get guidance from the
advice of Hazrat Ammar bin Yasir who sacrified
his life for the sake of Hazrat Ali-ul-Murtaza
(R.A), Prophet's (P.B.U.H) cousin and son-in-law
and ordered to stick to the promise as Hazrat
Abdullah bin Masood did it. Here in this Hadith
lies the wit to love Prophet's (P.B.U.H) offspring
and companions. The Arefeen (seers) gain this
mystery with Allah Almighty's grace.
Prophet's (P.B.U.H) Prescription of Guidance

Prophet (P.B.U.H) made it clear that the
strength of obedience lies in the following of the
Sheikhein (companions) and the strength of
guidance lies in the guidance of Ammar bin Yasir
(R.A), and these two points are important to keep
the promise. He, who follows gets the guidance

and when he gets it he clutches Allah Almighty's
promise f irmly  and at  that  t ime he gets
recognition too. The recognition is infact the
name to follow prophet's (P.B.U.H) guidance and
the follow his (P.B.U.H) way of livings and to
stick to his (P.B.U.H) promise. This person stays
away from everyone other than Allah Almighty.
The World as Trial Place

It is in hadith that Allah says O' world! He
who serves me serve him and he who serves you
let him to serve. Its not courageous to be ruled by
the desires of yourself and this courageousness is
very much there in Prophet (P.B.U.H).

D17 E]ÖßrÜV Úø^‡ø]Éø]Öûfø’ø†öæøÚø^›øÇFo!
Translation

Neither his eye-sight deceived him nor made
him to rebel.

A person can not get the recognition of Allah
Almighty until he gets rid of the world and the
freshness pleasures and leisure and will not
overcome the crowd of desires and avoids the
links of the creation as well. It is to avoid this
good civilization and its admirations because
Allah Almighty has created all these things to
judge that man who decides to stay alone (aloof).
If he gets interested in any of these things he fails
in his claim and disappears in his calculations of
loss. There are certain blessings which come
slowly, invisible to creation, ignorant to truth and
unknown to the recognition of the self. The
calculation of day and right is fixed and Allah
Almighty reveals on him the things which he can
not even think of Allah Almighty says:

D47 æøeø‚ø]Öøö̀ÜûÚôùàø]Ö×#äôÚø^ÖøÜûmøÓöçûÞöçû]møvûjøŠôföçûáø!E]ÖˆÚ†V
Translation

From Allah Almighty, the things were
revealed to them, which they had never thought
of.
Abu Abdullah's View-point

The courageousness is  there in Abu-
Abdullah's (R.A) words that when it was said to
him that if Allah Almighty bestows upon you
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with the world and all the things in this world,
what will you do with it, he answered, that if I
would get the power enough to make it a
mouthful  I shal l  do i t  and put i t  into a
non-believer's mouth. It was asked, "Why did you
do this?" He answered Allah Almighty hates the
both, the non-believer and the world and I want
to do this so that the one hateable thing will get
mixed with the other one.
The Famous Incident of a Complete Seer

It is said that the king of Harat sent the seven
seers with wheat to Abu Abdullah and Sheikh
(Abu Abdullah) who was staying there in Harat
with his companions at that day. The servant
served his companions with the food prepared
with that wheat and then he was ordered by Abu
Abdullah to distribute the rest of the wheat
among the needy people. The servant said, it was
not possible because the doors were closed, then
he said to distribute this wheat among the
Majoosi (fire worshiper) neighbour. The servant
said I was afraid of Allah Almighty's punishment
at your disobedience that's why I distributed it
among the Majoosis. Those people came to him
early in the morning and said, we were your
enemies then what was the logic behind offering
this wheat to us. He said, the world is Allah's and
the non-believer as well and a friend cannot get
closer to his friend until he goes away from his
enemy. He said that all the people embraced
Islam at a time.
A Complete Follower

It is said that a follower was passing through
a desert that his inner self offered him a desire.
He reached near a well. He threw his bucket in
the well to draw the water and when he pulled it
back the bucket was full of gold. He threw back
the bucket and said, O' my dear! I did not need
anything other than you."
Allah Almighty's Love and Hazrat Ammar

Quraishi (R.A)

And Hazrat Ammar Quraishi (R.A) said that I
was in the desert I was with an intention of Hajj
(pilgrimage). I was decided to recite Talbih
(sacred statement uttered aloud after Ahram is

put on) talbih and divided Sheikh's (spiritual
guide/ leader) blanket into two, and used the one
piece as my blanket and the other as a belt. My
inner self was in a continuous conflict with me on
some of his need. Suddenly I saw that the whole
desert had turned into silver and I left that place
by saying O' my Allah Almighty! I seek Your
protection from all the desires other than You."
Hazrat Isa's (Christ) (A.S) Congratulations

Hazrat Isa (A.S) (Christ) congratulated that
person who did not remember anyone other than
Allah, did not afraid of anyone other than Allah
and did not beg to anyone other than Allah.
The Incident of Iman Zainul-Abedien and Abu

Abdullah (R.A)

It is said that Iman Zain-ul-Abedien (R.A)
narrates that I was reading a book besides Abu
Abdullah Hussain (R.A) and he was holding a
knife. He said, I came across an incorrect word in
this book, I said, please give me this knife to
make correction of that word and gave me that
knife. After completing my work I returned back
the knife then he said to me, O' Ibn-e-Ali (R.A), 
(son of Ali) "Don't repeat this begging again
otherwise you would become habitual of begging
and would become gut less."
The Forbid-ness of Begging

It is narrated that one day Prophet (P.B.U.H)
said to Hazrat Soban (R.A), "O' Soban (R.A), Do
not beg from the people", and then if Soban's
(R.A) whip fell down on the earth, he did not ask
anyone to put it up, he himself got off the horse
and picked it up.
Hazrat Sufyan Sori's (R.A) Generosity

Someone begged from Sufyan Sori (R.A) and
he gave him one dinar. You were asked about it
and he said, if he did not recognize his value, how
did I avoid my generosity. He had left his
intention and determination, how did I leave my
generosity. The Arefeen's (Seer's) intentions are
linked to Allah Almighty's love and their hearts
look towards the respect which is from the
dominant creator (Allah Almighty). The exit from
the world is the only leisure for them.
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Habib Ajmi's (R.A) Approach

Habib Ajmi (R.A) were often found in Basra
on Tarvia ( ]Öj³†æmè ) and in Irfat on Urfah ( Âö³†Êè ) you
were asked about it. You said, it was less than the
approach of the courageous (blessed) people.
Hazrat Siddique's (R.A) Love

Hazrat Ali (R.A) entered the Masjid-e-Nabvi
(S.A.W). He (R.A) found there an Arabi (Arabic
rustic) who was saying, O' my Allah Almighty! I
question you (beg from you) a little thing. And he
saw that in an other corner Hazrat Abu Bakar
Siddique (R.A) was praying, O' Allah Amighty! I
love you and I intent you.
Approach According to the Courage

How difference is there between the two
intentions, every intention has its approach
according to its courage. Thus when his approach
reached its courageous apex he stays there and
does not cross it. Allah Almighty says:

D84 E]Ÿ‰†]ðV ÎöØûÒöØ'm$ÃûÛøØöÂø×Fo�ø^Òô×øjôä́!
Translation 

Everyone performs his actions according to
his own style/ aptitude.
A Believer's Respect

It was said to Abu Yazeed (R.A) that we had
seen you walking on the water and flying in the
air. Abu Yazeed (R.A) said, a believer is more
respectable to Allah Almighty than the seven
heavens. Then there is no wonder that a believer
can reach the status of the birds and the fish.
Courage's Importance

These Ayat (verse from the Holy Quran)
were recited infront of Hazrat Abdullah bin
Mubarik (R.A).

D61 E]ÖÛ©ÚßçáV ]öæûÖøòôÔømöŠø^…ôÂöçáøÊôoû]Öûíønûû†ø]lô!
Translation

These are the people who surpass in the race
of goodness.
 He said that neither body exceeds body nor
action exceeds action, but it is courage that
exceeds all the goods and intentions.
The Devotion of the Seers

One of the seers says that in reality these
(poor and beggar) are ignorant who make
themselves busy in the excess of actions and

think it the great and pride on it. And if the seers
perform the actions from the start of this
universe up to the end of this universe equal to
the whole universe it would not be important
more than dot in his eyes.
Prophet's (P.B.U.H) Saying

Prophet (P.B.U.H) says, don't ask for the
excess of obedience and don't consider your sins
little or light.
Hazrat Musa (A.S) and the Frog (Toad)

It is narrated that, Hazrat Musa (A.S) was
walking on the bank of the sea and said, O'Allah
Almighty! I have a pain in my knees, and a bend
in my waist because of walking. O' my beloved!
What do you want to do with me? Allah Almighty
ordered a frog to answer it. The frog said, O'
Imrans' son! you want to show your Allah
Almighty that you worship Him while you know
He is that Who had selected you, being addressed
you, blessed you wi th His company and
whispered you. By God! Who created me, and
Who is watching, I have been here on this rock
from the last three hundred and sixty three years.
I pray to Allah Almighty day and night and do
not forget him for a (second) while and have not
been eating even a single thing from the last three
days but inspite of all these I always shudder from
Allah Almighty's fear and splendour.
Abu Saeed (R.A) and Absent Sound

Abu Saeed (R.A) said, I was in the desert and
felt myself very hungry. My inner-self demanded
me to ask Allah Almighty for food. I said him
that it is not contented people's habit. He
demanded me to ask Allah Almighty for patience.
I intended for this for the second time and
suddenly I listened an absent sound saying:

æ]Þ³³³^ŸÞ³Ën³xÚ³àœi³³^Þ³³^ ]m³rã³Ø]Þ³ß³³^Ú³ß³äÎ³†m³g
Ò³³³ªÞ³³³^Ÿ$³†]åæŸm³†]Þ³³^ m³†m³‚]eç‰Ãn‚‰ç]Ù‘f†

Translation

Does he not know that I (Allah Almighty) is
really close to him and he who comes to me, I
(Allah Almighty) never wastes him. Abu Saeed is
intending to ask patience as I (Alah Almighty) is
not watching him and he is not watching me.

�
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The First Rank of Hazrat Abu BakrThe First Rank of Hazrat Abu BakrThe First Rank of Hazrat Abu BakrThe First Rank of Hazrat Abu Bakr
Siddique (R.A) in the Light of Imam eSiddique (R.A) in the Light of Imam eSiddique (R.A) in the Light of Imam eSiddique (R.A) in the Light of Imam e
Rabbani's EpistlesRabbani's EpistlesRabbani's EpistlesRabbani's Epistles

Imam-e-Rabbani has taught the teachings of

Quran-o-Sunnah in a very authentic way. His

preachings are extract and essence of Quran-

o-Sunnah and sayings of pious companions of

Muhammad Peace Be Upon Him. Imam-e-

Rabbani (R.A) writes in his letters the faith of the

believers very clearly. According to him:

(1) The offerings and prayers of anyone's

entire life are not equal to a common faithful

companion and comrade of  Muhammad

(P.B.U.H). The true/ pious and sincere comrades

of the Messenger of Allah (A.H.) got this unique,

pearless, matchless status not through simple

prayer s ,  of fe r ings  and  R iaza t  ( ex t reme

worshipping) but through strong faith and sweet

services for Islam and purified company of

Muhammad (P.B.U.H). 

(2) The Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) said,

"ordinary offerings of my Friends and followers

are better that a mountain of gold like Ohad

Mountain.

The holy Quran bears many evidence and

proofs in honour of ZZ‘³v³^e³äÒ†]ÝXX company-fellows

of Muhammad (P.B.U.H) on so many occasions.

Such as:

…ø•ôoø]Ö×#äöÂøßûö̀Üûæø…ø•öçû]Âøßûäö!
"They are pleased with Allah and Allah is pleased

with them."

]ø�ô‚$�ðöÂø×øo]ÖûÓöË$^…ô…öuøÛø«ðöeønûûßøö̀Üûiø†FaöÜû ? æø]Ö$„ômûàøÚøÃøäü ½ ÚövøÛ$‚º…$‰öçûÙö]Ö×#äô
‰ônûÛø^aöÜûÊôoûæöqöçaôồÜÚôùàû]ø$ø†ô ‡ …öÒ$Ã÷^‰ör$‚÷]m$fûjøÇöçûáøÊø–û¡÷Úôùàø]Ö×#äôæø…ô•ûçø]Þ÷^

E]ÖÏ†�áD  æøÚø%ø×öö̀ÜûÊôo]ŸûôÞrônûØô! t ƒFÖôÔøÚø%ø×öö̀ÜûÊôo]Öj$çû…Féô ½ ]ÖŠ%röçû�ô
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah and all

his comrades are very harsh on the infidels and

very kind towards their fellows and you can see

them performing all rites/ rituals of prayer by

bowing and doing prostration before Allah. They 

seek for Allah's willingness and consent by doing

so. There are clear signs of prostrations on their

foreheads. These have even been pointed out in

old Testament and new Testament.

(4) The holy Prophet said, ]ø‘û³vø³^eô³oûÒø³^Ö³ß$³röçûÝôeôø̂môùồÜö
]Îûjø‚ømûjöÜû]ôaûjø‚ømûjöÜû!

(4) All of my companions are like starts in the

sky (to show guidance in the dark) and he who

follows their course of life will be on the right

path.

(5) The holy Prophet told about his ( ]a³³Øen³³k )

family members, Mothers of the faithful, Wines

of the Holy Prophet and descendants of Hazrat

Fatima and Hazrat Ali (R.A) are like Arch of

Nooh/ Boat of Nooh.

(6) Categorically speaking, all of the followers

of Muhammad (P.B.U.H) are praise-worthy,

respectable and honorable for all the Muslims but

the best one are those who embraced Islam

earlier like ZZ]‘v^he‚…XX  companions in the Battle of

Badr.

Then they who migrated from Makka to

Madina or Habsha and to made Madnia. After

that the four pious caliphs of Islam. The first one

Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique (R.A). after that Hazrat

Umar-e-Farooq (R.A), after that Hazrat Usman-e-

Ghani (R.A) and then Hazrat Ali (R.A). These

were the leaders and guardians of the faithful

after the Holy Prophet had passed away. They

helped Islam and served the faithful (saved the

mission of his Prophet by sacrificing their lives,

properties and respect.

(7) Imam-e-Rabbani in one of his letters to

Muhammad Murad Kashmi,  a disciple of

Khawaja Meer Muhammad Nauma (R.A) says:

Allah Almighty reveals in the Holy Quran:

]öæÖ5òôÔø]øÂû¿øÜö�ø…øqøè÷Úôùàø ½ ŸømøŠûjøçôpûÚôßÓöÜûÚ$àû]øÞûËøÐøÚôàûÎøfûØô]ÖûËøjûxôæøÎFjøØø

æøÒö¡&æ$Âø‚ø]Ö×#äö]ÖûvöŠûßFo!E]ÖÏ†�áD ½ ûeøÃû‚öæøÎFjø×öçû] Ý ]Ö$„ômûàø]øÞûËøÏöçû]Úôà
The followers of Muhammad (P.B.U.H) who
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spent their wealth and fought for the cause of

Islam are at much better ranks than those who

did/ performed these acts for the sake of Islam

after victory, and they all have been promised/

guaranteed by Allah Almighty for greate reward

(means Paradise). This verse shows that all the

comrades ,  f r i end s  and  compan ions  o f

Muhammad (P.B.U.H) are the selected and

blessed band but those who embraced Islam

earlier and offered their lives and properties for

Islam are superior and senior to the later ones.

(8) Imam-e-Rabbani concludes that Hazrat

Abu Bakr Siddique (RA) is the first Muslim, the

First Migarter, the First Mujadid for Islam, the

First who offered everything for the cause of

Islam and the Holy Prophet acknowledged his

services by saying that no other's wealth and

money has been as fruitful for Islam as of Hazrat

Abu Bakr Siddiqu (May Allah be pleased with

him). I despite my efforts, could not give my

reward to Hazrat Abu Bakr for his unique and 

selfless services. Only Allah Almighty will reward

him on the Day of Judgement. 

(9) Imam-e-Rabbani says that some poor-

sighted unwise and ignorant people could not

perceive and understand the first rank status of

Hazrat Abu Bakr due to poor knowledge of

Quran and Hadith and non-realistic approach

about criteria of superiority.

Imam-e-Rabbani writes that  criteria of

superiority is not only personal traits and

qualities; otherwise many believers of Islam

possess better traits and qualities than their

Prophet individually to some extent.

According to Imam-e-Rabbani criteria of

superiority is entirely different in the eyes of

Allah Almighty. Those who embraced Islam

earlier and spent every thing for the sake of Allah

and Islam and Muhammad (P.B.U.H). Hazrat

Siddique Akbar (R.A) enjoys the first rank status

in this respect and refers to different verses of the

Holy Quran.

]ôá$]øÒû†øÚøÓöÜûÂôßû‚ø]Ö×#äô]øiûÏø^ÒöÜû!E]ÖÏ†�áD
The most respectable among you according

to Allah, is he who is the most pious and fearful.

E]ÖÏ†�áD æø‰ønörøß$föø̀^]ŸûøiûÏøo!]Ö$„ôpûmö©ûiôoûÚø^Öøäümøjøø̂Ò#o!
This verse was revealed in praise of Hazrat

Abu Bakr (RA) as all translators and interpreters

of the Quran agreed especial ly "Rais-ul-

Mufassareen" the king of all interpreters, Hazrat

Abdullah bin Abbas (R.A) also denotes to Hazrat

Abu Bakr (RA).

(11) Then Allah says in the Holy Quran: 

E]ÖÏ†�áD $ø^Þôoø]$ûßønûûàô]ôƒûaöÛø^Êôo]ÖûÇø^…ô!!!
The companionship of Hazrat Siddique

Akbar is confirmed through Holy Quran. So, if

any unfortunate or wicked minded refuses to

accept the status of Abu Bakr (RA) would be

proclaimed the rejector of commandments of the

Holy Quran.

(12) Thirty three thousands faithful Muslims

and companions of Muhammad (P.B.U.H))

selected Hazrat Abu Bakr as their leader in all

matters of Deen and world and took pledge with

him along with Hazrat Umar, Hazrat Usman,

Hazrat Al i ,  Hazrat Abu Ubaidah and ten

promised companions ( Â�†åÚf�†å ).

(13) Hazrat Imam Jafar Saddiqe (R.A) was

asked about the status of Shakhain. He replied, 

"See in the tomb of Muhammad (P.B.U.H)".

(14) Hazrat Imam-e-Azam Abu Hanifa (RA)

was asked about sign of Ahl-e-Sunnat, he told:

Ê–n×k�nínà(ug]Öíjßnà(]ÖÛ‹Â×o]ÖÇËnà!
Superiority of Abu Bakr and Umar, love for

Usman and Ali (RA) and touching lether (wiping) 

socks for making abolition before prayer.

Š@7Ëä¤/÷áÈ½å

Š¶āƒLìŠg!*È½å

Zsx»iâä~öèŠc*
ZKVwW\÷Šg!*È½å

)qà"(
Hlgìœ&zÃgztñ»

X»yg8VÆ�¶~ì
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Life and WorksLife and WorksLife and WorksLife and Works
Date of birth

Francis Bacon was born in 1561

Parantage 

He was the son of Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord

Keeper of the Great steal, or in other words

prime minister to the Queen. His mother was a

learned lady with marked puritanical learning, and

Bacon's character and outlook on life were much

influenced by her.

Education:

Bacon was an intelligent and witty child.

Early in 1573, the boy, along with his brother

Anthony, was sent to Trinity College, Cambridge,

where he soon acquired a reputation of keen

study. In June 1576, the two brothers were

admitted to Grays Inn as law students and after

completing his education there, Bacon was sent

abroad to widen his experience. 

Career:

He became an "Utter Barrister" in 1582, a

bencher" in 1586, a "reader" in 1588, and

"double" reader in 1600.

Marriage:

In 1606, he married Alice Braham, an older

man's daughter, who brought him a moderate

fortune.

Bacon's Rise & Bacon's Fall 

In 1607, Bacon became Solicitor General and

in 1613 Attorney General. In 1618, he was

appointed Lord Chancellor. Every rise has its fall.

The same situation had happened with Bacon.

Bacon was helpless before the rising storm. New

parliament in 1621 laid charges of corruption and

bribery against the Lord Chancellor. He could

make no legal defence, but could only say it was

not the faults of character but only the faults of

time.

Death:

Bacon's fall and retirement proved a blessing

in disguise. During this period he devoted himself

to science and literature with amazing energy.

The best of his work come before public during

this passage of time. Bacon's died in 1926.

"Cowley compared Bacon to Moses on

Pisgah surveying the Promised Land, it was but a

distant surveying and Newton was the Joshva

who begin to take possession of it".

Bacon's Literary Works:Bacon's Literary Works:Bacon's Literary Works:Bacon's Literary Works:
Before throwing light on Bacon's gloring

works we discuss first the salient qualities of his

literary style.

Schoperhaver says;

"Style is the physiognomy of soul"

� Bacon used a pithy style.

� This example represent his pithy style:

"The way of fortune is like the milken way in

the sky".

� Aphoristic style

Bacon's style is like aphoristic or wise saying

style for example:

"A man that studies revenge keeps his own

wounds green"

� Bacon may be equal to Ben-Johnson for

a clear-cut and easy writing.

� He has brought evolution of prose in

English literature.

� So many qualities are found in Bacon's

literary style.

Works:

His chief English works are as under

described.

The Essays, which appeared in three editions,

1st in 1597, Sec in 1612 and third in 1625. They

are on familiar subjects and they express the

thought of a well-trained and learned mind.

(a) The advancement of learning

(b) History of Henry VIII (1622)

(c) Apothegms (1625)

(d) The New Atlantis
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He has done much work in Latin language. 

Above all these writings Bacon's essays are of

endless interest and profit for the students and

other people. His essays give us shocks in

wakefulness like electric shocks and they never

fail to stimulate. In light of above explanation we

see that all characteristics of Renaissance period

are glaringly reflected from Bacon's writing. He is

great inventor and pioneer of worldly wisdom.

He inspired a new spirit in English literature. 

(a) (a) (a) (a) Bacon's Bacon's Bacon's Bacon's PPPPhilosophy and its hilosophy and its hilosophy and its hilosophy and its RRRRangeangeangeange
Francis Bacon has written about his work in

these words, "I have taken all knowledge from

my province".

It implies that his work would bring him into

every field. He throws light upon every field of

human research. He attaches great importance to

physiology & medicine. He wants the physicians

to experiment more widely and instruct an easy

record of experiments and results. 

I n  p s y cho l og y ,  B a con  i s  a lmos t  a

"behaviourist". He wishes to get rid the word

"chance" from vocabulary of science. He invents

a new science social psychology. According to

Bacon, nothing is beneath science, nor above

science. Magic's, dreams, predictions telepathic

communications must be subjected to scientific

examination. Despite his strong naturalistic bent,

he feels the fascination in these problems.

According to Bacon, science is not enough.

There must be a discipline outside the sciences to

point them to a goal. What science needs is

philosophy. It means the analysis of scientific

method & co-ordination of scientific purposes &

results.

Bacon says, "Philosophy directs us to seek

the goods of mind". Moreover he says, "The best

times had been those when rulers were wise and

learned princes". Bacon demonstrated a new type

of philosophy. He tells us that philosophy needs a

new method to make it fertile. The great mistake

of the Greek philosophers was that they spent so

much time in theory, so little in observation.

There should be the aid of observation, not

its substitute. Man understands as much of nature

as his observat ion permits  him.  Bacon's

philosophy may be discussed under the following

headings: -

1- Idols of mind.

2- Idols of tribe.

3- Idols of cave. 

4- Idols of market place.

5- Idols of the theatre.

1-Idols of Mind:

The first step in the expurgation of the

intellect is that we must destroy the "Idols" of

mind. Bacon uses this word as a picture mistaken

for a reality. It is also regarded as a thought

mistaken for a thing. Errors come under this

head.

The first problem of logic is to trace errors

and then put an end to the sources of these

errors.

2-Idols of Tribe:

It means images natural to mankind in

general. Bacon opines that the human mind

resembles those uneven mirrors, which impart

their own properties to different objects. Our

thoughts are pictures of our mind rather than of

objects. So the errors of our thoughts must be

destroyed.

3-Idols of Cave:

It means errors, which are related to the

individual man. Everybody has a cave of his own

which discolours the light of nature. Some minds

are constitutionally (basically) analytic. They see

con s t r ov e r s i e s  e v e r ywhe r e .  S ome  a r e

constitutionally synthetic and see resemblances.

So the scientists and the painters are categorised

in former class and on the other hand, the other

poets and philosophers are found in latter class.

Such is the case with human temperaments. Some

favour antiquity and others novelty. A few can

preserve the real medium.

4-Idols of the Theatre:
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Thirdly there are the "Idols of the theatre". It

means the errors, which have migrated into men's

minds from the various dogmas of philosophers.

It is also transferred from wrong laws of

demonstration. Bacon regards all the received

systems of philosophy as so many stage-plays.

They represent worlds of their own creation. The

world as Plato describes, it is merely a world

constructed by Plato. This world only pictures

Plato rather than the real world.

So all these idols should be ruined to get

truth. He is of the opinion that we need new

modes of reasoning and new tools for the

understanding. We find no new truth because we

take some assumptions without testing it by

observation and experiments. "To avoid doubts a

man must begin in doubts to get certainties".

Bacon's Natural PhilosophyBacon's Natural PhilosophyBacon's Natural PhilosophyBacon's Natural Philosophy
Bacon gives an admirable description to the

scientific method of inquiry. He says that we

must go to nature, instead of books, traditions

and authorities. We must gather intellect and

reason through "natural History". He says, "Man

is no more than the servant and interpreter of

nature".

In the second book of the "Advancement of

Learning" Bacon observed. "The parts of human

learning have reference to three parts of man's

understanding. These are history to human

memory ,  poetry  to  hi s  imagina t ion and

philosophy to his reason?

Becon's most important thoughts concern

Natural philosophy which he discusses with

careful distinctions. He was not a philosopher in

the accepted sense of the term. He did not

discuss high philosophical problems like Kant or

Hegal. In this writ ings. He was a natural

phi losopher because he emphasized the

significance and necessity for a critical analysis of

experience and facts of l i fe .  He was an

experimental philosopher to some extent. He was

merely "A bell ringer who never entered the

ballet". He was a great enthusiast for knowledge

and had taken the whole of nature as the object

of his studies.

Appraisal

Maeavlay expressed Bacon's philosophy as a

very old fashioned affair. He thought his theory

of induction has been practices by every human

being since the world began. He who ate much,

he was ill and he who ate not was most ill. His

philosophical view was demonstrated in "Novum

Organum". This book was a challenge for the old

philosophers. It was the engine and irstrument of

thought and discovery. "The History of the

Winds" and "The History of Life & Death" were

also composed but not published by him. Then

he composed the nine books of "De Augments"

in 1523. But his great scheme was not completed.

Most of the portions were incomplete. "The New

Atlantis" could present  charming example of his

graceful fancy and power of natural story telling.

In the end we must say that Bacon's

contribution to philosophy and thinking is

unique. He contemplated into concepts of human

knowledge. He also introduced new methods to

seek knowledge. He substituted for baseless

premises and unmeaning principles, methodical

system of cautions and logical references from

observation and experiments. He opened a path

for modern science for wonderful discoveries and

practical results. We credit all this to Bacon. Many

critics have evaluated Bacon's philosophy. He had

been the eloquent voice of the optimism and

resolution of the Renaissance. He was a force that

moved the intellects which moved the world. Mr.

Spedding thinks, "Bacon failed to devise a

practical method of the discovery of forms of

nature". It has also been stated that Bacon's

conception of philosophy was very narrow. He

only  dealt with natural sciences. Some charges

against Bacon's philosophical position are true

but in most places his critics have not done

justice to him. With all his mistakes and failures,

his mode of attaining knowledge of nature was
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based on truth. Bacon, like Aristotle belonged to

an age of adventure. He entered with a vast

scheme of discovery into unknown seas and new

worlds. He approached knowledge with a surety

that was remarkable in those times. He gave a

new turn to the pursuit of knowledge and

learning.

"Cowley compared Bacon to Moses on

Pisgah surveying the promised land, it was but a

distant surveying and Newton was the Joshva

who began to take possession of it."

(b) (b) (b) (b) Chief qualities of his styleChief qualities of his styleChief qualities of his styleChief qualities of his style
Background & History of Essay & Style

"S ty l e  i s  the  phys iognomy of  sou l"

(Schopenhauer). "All art is an expression of life in

forms of truth and beauty" (Emerson). "Think

clearly, say plainly, what you have clearly

conceived and good style will automatically

result" (Peacock)..

Two Functions of Literature

Literature has two fold functions, on the one

hand, it is the art of clear and logical statement,

while on the other hand, it is the art of emotional

and imaginative experience. The word "essay"

means an effort. It is an effort to express the

essayist's intellectual and emotional reaction to an

idea, object, individual, expression or even to a

work of art. It may be an effort to express one's

reactions to a phenomenon of nature or to the

affairs and activities of men.

Purpose of Essay

Like any other work of art, the essay seeks to

communicate an emotion, experienced by the

artist. The essay, like any other art, seeks to

awaken the same ideas and emotions in the reader

which the essayist has experienced himself. The

essayist craves to establish an emotional and

intellectual affinity between man and man by

appealing to the elemental emotion and widely

common things. It has been rightly said that the

essayist's art consists in expressing the eternal

writer's life in guise of triviality (common

example, realities).

Real & Complete Essay

The essay, as a distinct form of literary art, is

highly arbitrary. It has multitude of forms,

manners, rules and regulations. Essentially, an

essay is not a long, sustained treatise stuffed with

accreditation and information. Its main point

according to Ben Johnson is "The charm of

personality. The charm of he essay depends upon

the charm of mind that has conceived and

recorded the impression". The essayist is the

spectator of life who, like a poet, has recreated

the object he has seen or the experiences he has

had through the medium of the essay.

Some Critics' Views

Montaigne followed the definition too. His

essays are noted for the informal, sketchy and

lighter vein and their frankness, gusto, acute

observation, lively acquaintance with men and

manners.

It was Dr. Johnson who ventured a definition

of the essay in rather clear-cut term and his

definition, in a large measure, holds true even

today. According to him "the essay is a loose sally

of the mind and irregular, undigested piece; not a

regular and orderly composition". So, Macavlay,

Carlyle and Mathew Arnold are not accepted as

essayists in the essential. Sense or manner.

J.B.Priestly has defined the essay as "A genuine

expression of an original personality, an artful and

enduring kind if talk". Lobban defines the essay

as a "Short, discursive article on any literary,

philosophical, or social subject, viewed from a

personal or historical standpoint".

(c) Chief Characteristics of Bacon's(c) Chief Characteristics of Bacon's(c) Chief Characteristics of Bacon's(c) Chief Characteristics of Bacon's
Literary Style As An EssayistLiterary Style As An EssayistLiterary Style As An EssayistLiterary Style As An Essayist

No doubt ,  Bacon was  g rea t  gen ius ,

intellectual and famous essayist in his own time as

well as later on. The qualities of his style can be

discussed and elaborated as follows:

� Introduction 

� Pithy, Style (Full of meanings)

� Aphoristic Style (Wise sayings)
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� Easy Writing 

� Shortness and Lucidity

� Flexibility

� Epigrammatic brevity (Smart saying &

Shortness)

� Comprehensiveness

� Figurative Language (Simile way of

writing)

� Full of illustrations and quotations.

� Objective way of talking & writing

Introduction 

A critic points out that Bacon and Hooker

contributed great things for the development of

English prose. They used an easygoing way of

writing. They proved by their essays that English

language might be a (high rank) media of the

finest thoughts as the classics (great). One can

condense (make thick like milk) the greatest

meanings into the fewest possible words. In

Bacon's style there is an over luxuriance of figures

of speech. The fact is that Bacon's mind was

wonderfully quick in perceiving the realities of all

types. 

Pithy Style (Full of meanings)

Bacon used a pithy style. His writings are not

enormous and lengthy like Milton. His sentences

are short but firmly and logically connected. We

find coherence in his sentences and ideas. He

decorated his style with well-placed figures,

metaphors and similes. They strike, charm and

thrill the readers. His style was opposed to that of

Ben-Johnson. His essays are of endless interest

and profit. These examples represent his pithy

style:

1- "Suspicions are amongest thoughts what

bats are amongst birds. They fly best by twilight".

2- "The way of fortune is like the milky way

n the sky".

Aphoristic Style (Wise saying)

Apparently the writings of Bacon as well as

Emerson's are all disconnected but they are

attached aphoristically on the reader's mind. He

gains this style by omitting the ordinary joints and

sinews (tough string) of speech. This quality can

easily be observed in his essays e.g.

1- "Travel in the younger sort is a part of

education, in the elder a part of experience".

2- "A man that studies revenge keeps his

own wounds green".

3- Unmarried men are best friends, best

masters, best servants but not always best

subjects".(In Marriage and Single Life)

4- "Wives are young man's mist ress,

companions for middle age and old man's

nurses".

5- "Crafty men condemn studies, simple

men admire them and wise men use them".

In short, Bacon's aphoristic style is not

"Laboured" but it is truly spontaneous.

Easy writing

Bacon may be equal to Ben-Johnson for a

clear-cut and easy writing. His essays are model of

lucid prose. He needs no other prose writing for

his master style suited to all purposes. His

writings are laudable with great themes. He uses

easy writing but in easy style. He tells us very

deep meanings e.g.:

1- "Studies serve for delight, for ornament

and for ability 

2- "If a man's wit be wandering, let him

study Mathematics".

Epigrammatic Brevity 

(Smart sayings & Shortness)

This is the most striking quality of Bacon's

literary style. All essays represent his intelligence

and his way of thinking. Bacon possessed a

marvelous power of composing very typical ideas

into a few words. His one sentence represents

deep meanings. His sentences can be quoted as

proverbs:

1- "Some books are to be tasted, others to

be swallowed and some few to be chewed and

digested".

2- "Men fear death as children fear to go in

the dark".

3- "Studies maketh a full man, conference a
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ready man and writing an exact man".

Figurative language

Another important quality of his style is vivid

and apt similes and metaphors in order to

illustrate his idea. He compares truth to a naked

open daylight; falsehood is like alloy, which

makes the metal worth.

1- "Riches are for spending and spending

for honour and good actions". 

Full of illustrations and quotations 

This is the most salient feature and chief

characteristic of Bacon's literary style. He wrote

his essays full of quotations and allusions (signs).

He lent these illustrations from Latin and Greek

scholars. He frequently referred to Montaigne,

Aristotle, Lucian and Pilate. It shows Bacon's

love for learning.

1- "What is truth? Said Jesting Pilate and

would not stay for answer".

2- "Prosperity is the blessing of the Old

testament, adversity is the blessing of new".

3- "It is better to have no opinion of God

at all than such an opinion as is unworthy of

Him".

Objective way of writing 

Francis Bacon adopted objective way of

writing in his essays. This quality can easily be

seen in the following examples:

1- "Let  parent s  choose bet imes  the

vocations and courses, they mean their children

should take".

2- "Virtue is like precious ordours most

fragrant when they are incensed or crushed".

In viewing the above characteristics of

Bacon's literary style, we can say that Bacon was a

very wise man and wisdom, both worldly and

moral is reflected in all his essays. The study of

his essays reveals to the reader that Bacon's

und e r s t a nd i n g  o f  l i f e  a nd  mo r a l s  o f

administration and government of man and his

way was very deep and profound. His essays are

jewels of wisdom. 

(d) (d) (d) (d) Bacon's Contribution To English ProseBacon's Contribution To English ProseBacon's Contribution To English ProseBacon's Contribution To English Prose
Introduction 

English prose is owed to Bacon's way of

writing. A critic has rightly pointed out that

Hooker and Bacon did great work for the

development of English prose. When alliteration,

antithesis and similes were rampant, these two

men showed that English prose was capable of

expressing highest purposes and subtle thoughts

in  a  ve ry  c l ea r ,  v i v i d ,  e a sy ,  lu c id  and

straightforward style. Sentences of prose are very

condensed and greatest meaning could be

expressed into a few words.

Man of Worldly Wisdom

Bacon shows himself in his essays a man of

worldly wisdom. He invented a new style to

convey his special thoughts when the English

prose was written in loose sentences and in great

length. He supplied a short and firmly knit

sentence in English prose. He rejected the way of

exaggerat ion,  over-crowded imagery and

euphuism. He introduced a figurative style against

Ben Johnson's unfigurative style whose writings

were full of euphism imagery and exaggeration  

Essays of Endless Interest

Bacon's essays are of endless interest and

profit for the students and other people. The

more we read them, the more we find their value.

His essays give us shocks in wakefulness like

electric shocks and they never fail to stimulate.

Emerson A Copier

Emerson is only one modern writer with

whom Bacon may be compared because both

have apparently disconnected and disordered

sayings but innerly full of aphoristic attaches. 

When Bacon is compared to his predecessors

we come to know, how he departs from the

prevailed methods of writing.

Logical Power

In rhetoric power he is equal to many of his

contemporaries but in easy, clear and lucid

writing, he is not behind Ben Johnson. Even

today his essays are models of lucid prose.
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Evolution of Prose

That is why an eminent English critic says

about Bacon's contribution to the development

of English prose as, "Bacon took one of the

longest steps ever taken in the evolution of

English prose style." Hooker also has the same

rank. So is the case of Raleigh.

Condensed Style

The writ ings of these ski l l ful  writers

excluding Bacon are very ambiguous but in case

of essays, Bacon has set a unique example. The

essay's style is not obscure in spite of having

condensed with great themes. 

Clarity

The grammatical structure is sometimes loose

but not ambiguous. In short English language is

largely indebted to Bacon in removing its defects

of ambiguity, euphuism, exaggeration and

overcrowded imagery.

Shakespeare & Bacon

Till the closing years of 16th century, except

in translation, no one had shown his mastery in

prose except Bacon and Shakespeare while the

latter was higher in degree than Bacon.

(e) (e) (e) (e) Historical & Literary Importance ofHistorical & Literary Importance ofHistorical & Literary Importance ofHistorical & Literary Importance of
Bacon EssaysBacon EssaysBacon EssaysBacon Essays

The credit of introducing "Essays" into

English literature goes to Bacon. So we can say

him a pioneer in this connection. His name is

very great in the history of English essays. After

Bacon many authors practised in this branch of

English literature.

Mountaign Like Qualities 

The founder of essays, Mountaign (French)

who published his first two books in 1550. From

him Bacon derived the concept of essays.

Practical Knowledge

To Bacon, the word essay means, "Certain

brief notes set down rather significantly than

curiously."

Bacon himself says that he has taken all the

knowledge from the province (society). He took

the idea of essay from Mountaign but interpreted

it in "dispersed meditations." 

Popularity

His essays gained a lot of popularity and soon

they were translated into French, Latin and

Italian. A very few books have been read as

Bacon's essay.

Vast Range

The range of his essays is very vast. He writes

on all kinds of themes and subjects. He writes on

truth, on death, on religion, on revenge, on

adversity, on parents and children, on friendship,

on ambition, on studies, on empire buildings, on

seductions. On war, on military greatness, on

subjects relating to domestic life, social life,

political life and so on.

Four Groups Of Essays

His essays may be divided into four groups.

1- Man in his home 

2- Man in public life

3- Politics.

4- Abstract subject.

Unlike Mountaign, his essays are impersonal.

He does not give us any self-revelation.

The word essay means attempt. None of

Bacon's essay can be said comprehensive with

respect to its subject. These essays are sketchy

and incomplete. He gives us mental jerk. His

essays are read like proverbial sayings

Ethical Aspects 

His many essays deal with ethical qualities of

men and matters of the states. From moral point

of view, he appears as an opportunist. In the

essay "Of Truth" he admires truth, moral and

intellect but in the same essay, he says falsehood

is alloy in silver or gold which makes the metal

shining, hard, value able and better.

In the essay "Of Friendship" he judges

friendship according to utilitarian viewpoint. He

does not give much importance to feelings and

sentiments as is clear from his essays, "Of Parents

and Children", "Of Married and Single Life" and

"Of Love".

Political View
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In political attitudes, he is very close to

Mountaign. The essay "Of Plantation" is a god

example of this subject. In the essay "Of True

Greatness, Of Kingdom and Estates, he throws

light upon military and navel strength.

His essays are of great importance from

literary point of view. English prose was already

rich before Bacon. Hooker and Raliegh were

really great authors but it can't be said that they

were masters of every style of prose. This

deficiency was filled by Bacon's unique and

unmatchable style.

Conclusion

Bacon saw that English prose was being

written in loose sentences and enormous length.

So he discovered a short, comprehensive, firmly

limited style of writing. He rejected the style of

exaggeration overcrowded imagery and euphuism.

(f) (f) (f) (f) Influence of Renaissance on BaconInfluence of Renaissance on BaconInfluence of Renaissance on BaconInfluence of Renaissance on Bacon
Definition & Introduction To Renaissance

Renaissance is a process through which the

whole Europe passed from medieval to modern

civilization. It represents the advancement of

human mind. It means revival of learning

especially, study of Greek which at once wakened

the prevailed conventions of Middle Ages. The

fall of Constantinople in 1453 and the invention

of printing in 1140 are very remarkable events of

this movement.

History of Renaissance

At first this movement was started in Italy by

Dante and his contemporaries to re-create the

glories of ancient Rome and then it spread in the

whole Europe especially in France and England.

The writers of these two countries worked more

than the Italians in this connection. In politics

and religion the results of this movement are very

far-reaching.

Influence Of Renaissance On Bacon

The influence of renaissance-spirit on Bacon

is very obvious in his philosophy. He says that he

has taken all the knowledge from his province. So

his work would take him into every sphere of life.

He wants to eliminate the word "Chance" from

vocabulary of science. He says that science needs

philosophy to analysis scientific methods. There

is a need of great revolution in the methods of

research and thought. New instruments are

needed. All the medieval theories, theorems and

laws must be forgotten. In this direction the first

step is expurgation of intellect or the destruction

of the "idols of mind". In this way he opened

new ways for his countrymen. So Bacon was

influenced much by Renaissance in philosophical

words.

The Advantages of Learning by Bacon

In this book "The advancement of learning"

he offers many hints on how to rise in life.

Ambition and desire to rise in life were one of the

greatest qualities of people of there times.

Bacon's Salient Features of Bacon's Salient Features of Bacon's Salient Features of Bacon's Salient Features of 
Renaissance PeriodRenaissance PeriodRenaissance PeriodRenaissance Period

Next comes Bacon's classical learning.

A- Classical Study

This is also a characteristic of Renaissance,

which means the revival of ancient learning.

Bacon himself was a great scholar of Latin, and

very much influenced by great ancient Latin

writers. His essays are full of Latin quotations.

There is hardly an essay which does not contain

one or more Latin quotations. The essay, Of True

Greatness, Of Kingdoms and Estates, contain

thirteen Latin quotations. The Renaissance; love

of learning is also seen in the essay, "Of Studies"

in which Bacon urges the need and value of

studying books "Studies serve for delights, for

ornaments and for abil ity. Again he says.

"Reading maketh a full man, conference a

ready-man and writing an exact man." He goes on

to say, "Histories make men wise, poetry witty,

the mathematics subtle, natural philosophy deep,

moral grave, logic and rhetoric able to content."

Bacon's Political Essays

The Renaissance period was a period of
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political conquest and exploration. This aspect of

Renaissance is totally reflected in Bacon's political

essays, especially in, Of Empire, Of True

Greatness, Of Kingdoms and Estate. In the

former essay Bacon points out various changes

dangers that kings faced in their times. He gives

very useful advices to kings with regard to their

dealings with their neighbours, wives, children,

clergies, nobles etc.

He says that the greatness of a country is

determined by it's territory or population but by

its military power. Those were the days of naval

wars. He cites the ancient battle of Lopanto to

illustrate his points. He says that the chief reason

of the greatness of his own country was its naval

power.  In this essay Bacon appears as a

confirmed militarist. He likes the country, which

seeks excuses for war because a war is as

important for a country as heat for body.

According to him peace is the essence of

Renaissance. 

Love for Nature 

Another salient feature of Renaissance that is

reflected in Bacon's essays is love with beauty. In

his essays, "of Gardens, he appears as a great

lover of natural beauty. Bacon's aesthetic sense

appears in the essay, "Of Mosques and Trimphs"

he shows his love for dancing, singing and acting

but he is not very enthusiastic.  After writing

about fifty-six lines on it he closes the essay.

Elizabethan Age is Bacon Essay:

The essay of building and gardens show the

characteristics of Elizabethan age. A critic says,

"The language of Bacon's essays is as supreme in

prose as Shakespeare's in verse. Most of his

metaphors and similes have a poetical quality.

Here are a few examples of his metaphorical style. 

1- Suspicious among thoughts are like bats

among birds, they fly best by twilight. (Of

friendship)

2- Virtue is like precious odours, most

fragment when they are incensed or crushed. (Of

Adversity).

Conclusion

In the light of above explorations, we see
that all characteristics of Renaissance period are
gloringly reflected from Bacon's writing. He is
great inventor and pioneer of worldly wisdom.
His essays show his grave ambition for new
knowledge and ambition and revolution in
learning.  He plunged himself deeper and deeper
into unseen oceans of reasoning and perceiving
knowledge. His essays are jerms of wisdom. He
inspired a new spirit in English writers. He is like
Moses on Pisgoha and Newton in like Juswa who
began to take possession of the Promised Land. 

(g) (g) (g) (g) Bacon As "The Wisest, BrightestBacon As "The Wisest, BrightestBacon As "The Wisest, BrightestBacon As "The Wisest, Brightest
&Meanest Of Mankind In His Essays"&Meanest Of Mankind In His Essays"&Meanest Of Mankind In His Essays"&Meanest Of Mankind In His Essays"

If parts allure these things how Bacon shined
The wisest. Brightest and meanest of mankind".

The statement under comment upon Bacon
was made by that witty poet. Alexander Pope.
There is some basic truth in this contention. One
can't deny his wisdom, powerful intellect and
genius. But at the same time, he is a calculating
and petty character with an eye on the main
chance. He is a complex and rather enigmatic
character.

"He had a great brain; but not a great soul",
says "Compton Rickett". He is aware that no
headway can be made in this world without
adopting certain crooked methods. He does not
consider it much of a drawback in a man to
achieve his end through unfair means. Let us now
assess his person through his essays and find to
what extent Bacon corresponds with the
conviction of "Alexander Pope".
1-Bacon's wisdom

Bacon being wise and prudent has powerful
and tremendous intellect. His versatility is
amazing. The long range of titles itself conveys us
that he is a man with encyclopedic knowledge
and astonishing wisdom. He is equally proficient
in law, history, mythology, religion, natural
science and many other fields of knowledge. His
wisdom rightly sprouts from the conceived
sentences of his essays. He revives much of
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Shakespearean techniques in his essays. He knows
the real art of putting cosmic stature in the
sand-grain space. Thus his essays can be declared
as corresponding with Shakespearean conviction. 
"Brevity is the soul of wit"

Brevity and terseness are the hallmarks of his
essays as the given statements prove.

1- Men in great place are thrice servants (Of
Great Place).

2- Revenge is a kind of wild justice. (Of
Revenge).

3 -  A  f r i end  i s  another  h imse l f  (Of
Friendship).

4- A place showeth the man (Of Great
Place).

5- Histories make men wise (Of Studies).
In most of his essays Bacon shows the

muscles of his keen observation, which is the
crystal clear proof of his wisdom.

1- Crafty men contemn studies, simple men
admire them, and wise men use them. (Of
studies).

2- The rising unto place is laborious and by
pains men come to greater pains. (Of Great
Place).

3- The joys of parents are secrets; and so
are their griefs and fears. (Of Parents and
Children).

4- A mixture of a lie doth ever add pleasure.
(Of Truth).

5- Some books are to be tasted; others to be
swallowed; and some few to be chewed and
digested. Moreover he exhorts us that what kind
of attitude should we have when we are getting
knowledge. 

6- "Read not to contradict of confute, nor
to belief and take for granted; nor to find talk or
discourse but to weigh and consider".

In "Of Great Place" he gives practical
counsels to the bureaucrats  to l iquidate
corruption and other illegal factors from their
departments. 

7- For corruption don't bind thine hands or
thy servants hand from taking but bind the hands
of suitors also from offering. 

Bacon's making everything runs centripetal to
the topic in his essays is a glaring manifestation of
his wisdom and grip over the topic.
2- Bacon's brightness

Bacon is a brilliant scholar and a man of wit
and imagination. This emerges in the treatment
given to the essays. The essays abound in
sentences, which resemble maxims and proverbs.
He supports his ideas and arguments with an
numberale quotations, allusions, references and
convictions taken from either Latin, Greek or
Roman literature or Bibical studies.

In "Of Revenge" he gives an allusion to
Duke of Florence. 

1- "You shall read (saith he) that we are
commanded to forgive our enemies but you never
read that we are commanded to forgive our
friends". To rationally counter the conviction of
quoted Duke Bacon gives a Bibical references. 

2- Shall we (saith he) take good at God's
hands and not be content to take evil also. In "Of
Great Place" he resorts to the quotations of
Cicero, Seneca and Salomon. 

3- When you are no longer what you have
been: there is no reason for wishing to live.
(Cicero).

4- Death falls heavy upon him who dies too
well known to others but unknown to himself.
(Seneca).

5- To respect a person is not good, for such
a person will transgress for a piece of bread.
(Salomon). In "Of Death" Bacon gives a
reference to the Roman poet Janeval to remove
the fear of death. 

6- It is as natural to die as to be born. In
"Of Parents and Chi ldren" we have the
conviction of Pythagorass. 

7- "Choose what is best, custom will make it
agreeable and easy".

In "Of Truth" we find the allusions to Pilate,
Lucretius and Mointaign with quotations from
two of them. Bacon's brightness is also apparent
from his use of scientifically developed analogies
metaphors and other striking figures of speech in
order to prove and support embell ish his
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statements. This way of writing adds beauty and
grace to the lines. The given quotations from the
essays "Of Truth" and "Of Studies" contain such
example like comparison of truth is made with
"Open day-light pearl, diamond and carbuncle".

1- This same truth is a naked and open
dayl i ght  tha t  doth  not  show the mask ,
mummeries and triumphs of the world.

2- Truth may perhaps come to the price of
a pearl but it will not rise to the price of a
diamond or carbuncle. 

Likewise the natural abilities are compared
with natural plants in "Of Studies" in Simical way.

3- Natural abilities are like natural plants. In
"Of Great Place" he compares the "crooked
methods" with winding stair metaphorically.

4- All rising to great place is by a winding
stair. His essay "Of Death" commences with
Bacon's talking about the fear of death in a
simical way.

5- Men fear death as children fear to go in
the darks, Bacon's brightness and enlightment
also emerge from his point that he gives us the
debit and credit , sides of the topic under
discussion and enhances the mainstream idea. 

In "Of Revenge" he on the one hand,
condemns revenge. "Revenge is a kind of wild
justice".

But on the other hand he makes some room
to take revenge. "The most tolerable sort of
revenge is for those wrongs which there is no law
to remedy. 
Bacon's meanness

The Renaissance was the age of glory and
greatness but at the same time it was the age of
surprising meanness and unscrupulous conduct.
An opportunistic philosophy which sacrifices
high moral and ethical ideas in the interest of
achieving end would not have been possible in
Middle Ages but was the common spirit of
Renaissance, and Bacon being a true product of
Renaissance, could not steer clear of it. It is
significant that when he was charged with bribery
the defence he offered was that the faults were
the faults of the age and not of the man. There is
no doubt that Bacon in his character, showed the

surprising meanness. He betrayed his close friend
and one who had been his patron, Essex. He
comes out of this episode as a man who sacrificed
his friendship and uprightness in the interest of
ambition. Through sheer flattery and show of
affection, he got the gift of an estate from Essex
later, when Essex was brought to trial on the
charges of treason, it was Bacon who took a
prominent part in getting his arrest while friend
convicted. His marriage was a prudential one, an
affair of convenience. His letters to the king and
queen were couched in language so servile that it
is shocking to know that it came from the pen of
a man of such intellect. 

But for all that if we study Bacon through the
vantage point of his essays, he comes across to us
to some extent as a "mean" but not at all the
"meanest of mankind".

In "Of Great Place" he gives practical
counsels to the bureaucrats, which are alloyed
with a streak of meanness. "And rather assume
thy right in silence and de facto". But in the same
essay, he gives some moral exhortations to the
men of great place.

"Merit and good work is the end of man's
motion". "But power to do good is true a lawful
end of aspiring". Almost every of his essays bears
mora l  a spec t s  bu t  few of  them impar t
"meanness".  In his writ ings his moral ity
outweighs his meanness as he says in "Of Truth".

"Certainly it is heaven upon earth to have a
man's mind moved in charity, rest in Providence;
and turns upon the poles of truth".

"There is no vice that doth so cover a man
with shame as to be found false and perfidious".

So keeping the above discussion into the
view, we can say that Bacon might have been "the
meanest" in his character but in his essays his
morality, to some extent, blots out the allegation
of "meanest of mankind"
Conclusion 

Bacon is a man of tremendous intellect and
shrewd wisdom. But at the same time he presents
a surprising attitude of meanness in his character
but not in his essays. 
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Our Religion
(The Quranic Injunctions)

1. "O' Believers! Fear God as it should
be feared."

2. "Indeed, the life of your Prophet  
is the example for you."

3. "And pray to Allah, give the alms
and bow before Him."

4. "And deal with the people in a
gentle way."

5. "And treat your parents with
kindness in the best manner."

6. "Cooperate with others in good
and sacred jobs but never join them
in their wicked and evil plans."

7. "The noblest in the sight of Allah is
he who is the most virtuous."

8. "O' Followers! Be stick to the
justice."

9. "And praise Allah every time so
that you may be successful."

10.Verily in the messenger of Allah,
you have a good example."

Some Matchless 
Realities

1. The greatest name of the world is
"Allah".

2. The most perfect personality of the
world is "Hazrat Muhammad ".

3. The most comprehensive book of
the world is the "Holy Quran".

4. The most divine invitation of the
world is "Aza'n".

5. The widest language of the world is
"Arabic".

6. The most sacred piece of land is
the land of "Makkah".

7. The most sublime journey in the
world is of "Hajj".

by: Sumaira Ghulam Mustafa
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